Three Greatest Pharaohs of the Pre-dynastic Free Egypt
How to read cartouches of the pre-dynastic Pharaohs. (Guide book by K.Margiani)
You can travel in the Egypt by Internet end read cartouches
In the beginning I want to explain, how The Atlanto-hamitic colony - Egypt became free. Our
scientists don’t like words: global deluge, global flood, Apocalypse, while the words: extinction event,
magnetic reversal, global drifting, and geological catastrophe they can use in the researches. Actually all
these words are interrelated to periodical global geological catastrophes, produced by powerful inner
geological forces – detonated pressure forces by one of the three outer detonators. Please forgive me dear
scientists for usually readers I want to use well-known Apocalypse.
After last Apocalypse in 10465B.C. Intellectual, political, economical… centre of the pre-flood world
Atlantis isles have been sunken in the Azores triply junction zone. Only peaks of high Atlantis Mountains
did not sink, forming Azores isles. Of course all terrestrial areas (colonies) became free automatically.
The important customer of the agriculture products and supplier technical instruments and machines
had been disappeared. Survived Atlantians by survived ships have been settled in the former colonies.
For some reason, military crafts mainly were captured by Elephant City – Delhi.
“Ostrich-plume”: - A symbol of the divine power of the pharaoh and queen. In plain
language will be explained as follows. Lord gives instructions in writing with doing
monitoring.
“land”: - the land of the plants (the potentate [King, Queen] owner of Lands)
“Water”, “Sea”: (the potentate [King, Queen] owner of seas)
”Throne”: – (the potentate [King, Queen] owner of Throne )
1. “Sun” - (His [Her] Excellency - [King, Queen]
-His [Her] Majesty - [King, Queen]
2. “Shining Sun”
1. “Tablecloth”: - a sign offering to the gods.
2. “Supher”: - Name of the God of feasting and Planet Uranus "Supher-As" –
The God Uranus
Hieroglyph of many fruit bearing by the divine plant – Palm. denote the set of
offerings in honor of the gods, and to lots of souls of dead and gives information
about created temples in honor of the gods, and to lots of souls of the dead - (during
the apocalypse and post-flood time)
1. Atlantians understood as: - The Majestic God and Supreme Priest
(GuaRaM-aS) Hermes [Germes] GuaRaM- Priest; aS – God.:
2. Aborigines understood as: - A living embodiment of God Horus [HouRs-MeSh] –
The Born Gad Horus Coptic - MeSh – born.: note: I’ll use Hermes
Hieroglyph of Queen and – Giena: Queen has a symbol of divine power on her head
–an Ostrich-plume and a hand holding the Atlantean’s cross-shaped magic Ankh As would be insured against the LORD of the Underworld.
These Hieroglyphs together means a Genial (Brilliant) queen. For the Atlantians
Giena has been associated with genius as well.
1. Horizon. 2. Has a numeric value - first
"Queen": - The second half
"Queen": - The second half of the
of the Sun (Pharaoh),
Sun - (Pharaoh), - after the death of
Potentate or engaged to
his first wife (Second wife – had all
future King
rights of Queen)
Has a numeric value - second
Semicircle: - half of the
“Bee”: - A symbol of Upper Egypt.:
kingdom.:
Ancient Ethiopia = area of the upper
(Basin) tributaries of the Nile + Southern
Sudan.: Ethiopia → [efio] – Honey – Мёд.
Potentate(s) of the Egypt from the Ancient Ethiopia to the Nile delta. From this
character came the word Mason → [mak-hon]- (“Born and growth and living in the
honey”) →Real meaning of the Name – “Mason”.: Poppy [mak] symbol of Lower
Egypt - the Lower valley of Nile to the delta of the Nile.: (Half of Sudan + Egypt).:

Arms: "Trident" - "Ш" - a symbol of "King" and the sign of the magnificent gifts in
honor of the gods and the souls of the deads. (Creating temples, complexes). These
Predynastic potentates were Atlantians and Kings. For the Egyptians – Pharaohs.
Arms: "Archer"- "bow" - a symbol - "Queen".
Third (III) King - (Trident-"Ш") of the post-flood independent Egypt which became
potentate only half of his kingdom (semicircle).
-The second half of the kingdom - Upper Egypt - the country of the honey
announced independence and did not submit former potentate of the whole Egypt.
Hermes III was forced for ruling temporarily only half of the post-flood Egypt.
"A living embodiment of the majestic LORD Gebeb! His Excellency pharaoh of
Egypt ....": Gebeb - the first ruler of Egypt (~ 15500B.C.±) From Ancient Ethiopia to
the Nile Delta. He produced farmers’ settlements from ancient Ethiopia to Nile delta
and was first ruler of the upper and lower Egypt. Eventually He became greatest
God for the Atlanto-Hamitic people. Of course had his farm, which breded geeses.
"Colossal shining Sun in the world ". "Colossal shining Sun on the horizon"
Colloid + lasso + Sun + sea. Water-Colloid: → An ancient system of purification to
use the groundwater streams. Hieroglyphs show relief of the Earth.
In the cartouche two rulers
In the cartouche two Ostrich
on the throne: - A symbol of
Plumes - A symbol of the puppet
the puppet government and
government and the occupation of
the occupation of - Egypt...
the predynastic Egypt…
Poppy - [mak] –
1. Symbol of lower Egypt
2. Name of pharaoh “Mak”

Scepter - the symbol of divine power Pharaoh
a heqa and a wine bottle. Heqa-scepetr is one
of the main jewels of Pharaohs - "divine
shepherd of sheeps."
"Finger and the ring" - "learning stage" - the
future betrothed potentate (Pharaoh. Queen) "the rising Sun in the land of Egypt."

Hermes Trismegistus!
Hermes Thrice Greatest!

…← reading from right to left ←…
After the Apocalypse - 10465 B.C. in Egypt, went to the throne first independent Pharaoh. Of course he
ordered suitable scepter, cartouches, throne, etc. He had huge stocks of the agricultural products, and
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began to build temples in honor of the gods, and for the great number of souls of the deads during the
Apocalypse. Who was the first pharaoh of the independent Egypt you can recognize on the walls of
ancient temples. Now you know exactly meaning of the ancient Atlanto-hamitic hieroglyphs. Now it is
easy and very interesting to decipher information on the megalithic temples and ruins. Thus, now you
know how to read hieroglyphs in the cartouches!
1). Pharaoh of Egypt and the Lord and potentate: Lands, Seas and the throne! Majestic God and
Supreme Priest! Creator of magnificent gifts for a great number of souls of the deads - Hermes I.
2). Queen of Egypt! Majestic and Genius Queen on the horizon!
3). His Excellency! Pharaoh of Egypt and the Lord and potentate: Lands, Seas and the throne! Majestic
God and Supreme Priest! Creator magnificent gifts for a great number of souls of the deads - Hermes I.
4). Her Excellency! Queen of Egypt! Majestic and Genius Queen, the colossal shining Sun on the horizon!

Try to Read Cartouches of the Hermes Trismegistus! 5,6,7,8,9,10.
…← reading, from right to left ←…
Now we know exactly Hermes Trismagistus was his Nickname. We know his real name - "Enoch".
Full Decoded Nickname: “Trice Greatest Majestic God and Supreme Priest” – Hermes II
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…→ reading, from left to right →…
You don’t see numeric value III, but we have conclusive evidences – cartouches belongs Hermes III
Uranus – The God of the Feast – “Supher-As” – LORD URANUS.
Hermes III → “tablecloth” → “Supher” → “Uranus” .:
Try to read cartouches 11,12,13,14. → Pharaoh Hermes III
Now you can see part of the hieroglyphs from one of the Abu Simbel temples entrance, above the captives

…← reading from right to left ←…
a. Third king of the half kingdom became a King of both halves of the kingdom ……→…
b. Third king of Egypt who had lost half of the kingdom again became king of both halves of the
kingdom - united Egypt from the Nile Delta to the Ancient Ethiopia ……→… Try to read →…
Information is confirmed by the Pharaoh and Queen with their cartouches. Try to read …→…
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Supersonic and Reactive Crafts
of the Atlantis Planetary Empire
The Reactive Epoch development of our civilization cycle is interrelated to knowledge of ancient
Atlantians. Ancient documents about forgotten aircrafts - pre-flood Vimanas, have been miraculously
survived in the India and Tibet. Post-flood power ~(10,350 ÷ 3050)B.C., Vedic kingdom, inherited the
essential knowledge of Atlantis. Tibet has become the main repository of the intellectual heritage of
Atlantis. Tibet thousands of years kept the technical achievements and dangerous knowledge of Atlantis.
The oldest copies of the documents stored by Vedic culture, helped the Nazis to become leaders in the
early jet age. This is known to many scientists also but to talk about this in the scientific community is
not fashionable. The Nazis did not manage to reach supersonic technology. These jet technologies have
been captured by the American government and Soviet empire. Technical staff of the Nazis’ jet project
had been emigrated in the America. The head of the German rocket technology project - Verner fon
Brown was captured by Americans as well. At the end of the war, Verner fon Brown offered Hitler to
attack New York with the new powerful German rockets”

Nazis’ agents (1939y.) in the Tibet to search
Pre-flood Supersonic and Reactive Crafts
Atlantians’ Artifacts and ancient documents
When the Soviet designers came to the supersonic level, they faced a big dilemma. At the boundary
of the supersonic speed the aircraft wings were broken up. After many long and sleepless nights, the
Soviets’ designers solved the puzzle. They guessed that a traditional corner joint of the wing to the body
was too weak for the supersonic speeds. They decided to reinforce the connection of the wing to the body
to 90 degrees. Thus after many working, was born the first Soviet supersonic Delta-wing aircraft.

Pre-flood Supersonic and Reactive Crafts
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In America such a tragicomic situation has not arisen. In 1956 at the New York exhibition - "Gold of the
pre-Columbian America," American jet project designers, very interested in gold micro model airplanes
of Atlantis. They ordered these models for testing and soon the sky above America's was flying, first
supersonic Delta-wing aircraft «Black Bird».
These figures have been investigated long ago by American and European experts. They have
proved that the “golden birds” are the real crafts. In the wind tunnel, testing showed that the
aerodynamic properties of the “golden birds” are particularly well manifested at supersonic speeds.
German Air Force officer, Peter Belting made similar model of aircraft. He created even a jet copy of the
forgotten "flying dragon" of Atlantis. Calculations for the Peter Belting, were carried out professors at
the University of Bremen.
It is not necessary, to be a primitive aborigine, to recognize similarity between the dragons and
"Golden Birds". On the wings of these "fire-breathing dragons", on some models, clearly visible head of
the unknown weapons, made by Atlantians. Of course Atlantis Planetary Empire had military and
civilian supersonic and conventional aircrafts. Quick jet crafts, fast air and naval transport ensure
reliable control of a planetary empire and their areal aristocracy as well.

«Mercury-Amphibian»
The Atlantans also had many different marine and civile jet crafts, that were cutting quickly waves of the
oceans, seas and large rivers.
The picture represents a unique and versatile marine jet craft «Mercury-Amphibian». All pre-flood
crafts that could move under water, called as the "Mercury". Accordingly, I have to call the versatile
vehicle as the "Mercury Amphibian." It was an amazing craft among similar ones, made by early
developed, left-handed genius people. «Mercury-Amphibian» was moving under water and over the land.
In fine calm weather, on a flat surface, not very large models of these crafts could move by supersonic
speed. My restored model needs a small revision. I’m sure that the top cab for the driver was oval and
had real aerodynamic shape.
Motion under the water by universal craft «Mercury-Amphibian» was a safety maneuver in the
dead-full stormy weather. Big waves could scattering and destroyed the craft and passengers. During the
stormy weather «Mercury-Amphibian» could submerging at shallow depth, to continue the path
temporarily under water. Driver could turn off a jet engine behind and included a powerful screw in
front of the craft. After calming the storm, driver could continue movement over the water surface,
including a powerful jet engine behind and turning off the front screw. «Mercury-Amphibian» above the
water surface, continuing his way at high speed, according to weather conditions. After arriving at your
destination on the banks of the river or the sea the ship was raised on the coast and could move over the
shore and available terrain to the settlement of pre-flood farmers and hunters. We have many
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antediluvian maps, where the major settlements of pre-flood hunters and farmers are founded by the
coasts of the seas and oceans and over the valleys of large rivers.

The red dots on the pre-flood map represent settlements of the Atlanteans’ farmers and hunters
Vedic civilization saved to us conclusive evidence about the construction of an amazing universal
vessel "Mercury Amphibian» (TRI-PURA VIMANA). In the name vividly shows word "three-[tri]". The
Slavs have the Slavic-Aryan origin. In the plain language means Atlanto-Slavian origin. Into Slavic
languages three means - [tri]. Do not be surprised, the word "three-[tri]", had the same values for the
Atlanteans over 12,500 years ago. The word "three" in the title of the versatile vehicle means that it can
move in three different environments: under water, over the water and on the land. TRIPURA VIMANA
is already decoded – Craft of the Three Environments.
Please do not worry on Slavic-Aryan origin. Genetic of the Indo-European people shows high
percent of the Atlanto-areal origin. Atlantians’ assimilation within the Slavs’ region produced AtlantoSlavian people. In the other areals same assimilation produced other Atlanto-areal people.(Romans,
Celts Gotts, Coptes, Phoenicians, Estruses, Khmers, etc.)
The closest planet of the Sun - Mercury had same name in the pre-flood cycle of civilization.
Atlantean scientists noticed similarities between the motion of the planet Mercury and a submarine.
Planet Mercury usually appears just before dawn for a short time, at one end of the horizon and
disappears rapidly. After some time the Mercury appears briefly before sunset, on the other end of the
horizon and disappears rapidly as well.
Underwater craft could also repeat such movement. It could appear over the one side of the sea
horizon, with disappearing quickly into the sea. After some time same craft can be at the other end of the
sea horizon, with disappearing quickly into the sea. The decoded truth is very easily to be explained.
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«Mercury-Amphibian»

Details of the Atlantian technology tungsten
Spring on the molybdenum rod.
Many wheel for the «Mercury-Amphibian» is conclusive evidence that it is designed for off-road
up by the shores of rivers and seas, and over the possability relief. Thus Atlantians’ settlements all
around the earth had very bad roads. Pre-flood civilization widely used high speed “roads” over the
oceans, seas and rivers. Such small models of the "Mercury Amphibians" could be used widely by the
terrestrial (areal) rulers, scientists, priests, hunters and farmers.

“Jet Pillar”- ["Jet [dĵet] - a strong jet (water, gas, etc., emanating from a narrow opening, the nozzle")]
miraculous survival "Jet pillar" actually in the Egyptian temple, is a model of reactive craft "Mercury".
Atlantians had a very large jet crafts. By using hydrofoils, these jet crafts could move rapidly over
the water surface. They were used for the transportation large cargo, including military units and their
equipment to restore order in a huge Planetary Empire. These vessels were known as the "Mercury"
These models of «Mercury» could not rise on the ground and intended primarily for the rapid movement
over the water surface. Underwater movement they also had for the safety option to save the cargo,
passengers and ship.
Particular design of the "Jet pillar" - in fact tells us that the model could create jets. Now we know
exactly that the jet is a movement source. Using reactive fuel, during the movement «Mercury» produced
huge pillar of the water vapor. We know exactly name of the pre-flood fuel – [rasa]. Thus «Mercury» was
the common name for the marine crafts, but not fuel. The images in the table indicate two different
models of the pre-flood jet crafts. Both crafts have four hydrofoils. At the ends of these models are shown
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the nozzle of a jet engine. Movement of these crafts was designed by Atlantians’ scientists for the
powerful jet of gas coming out at the end, through a nozzle. The first model is from the archaeological
finding. The second model is drawn on the wall of the Temple built by post-flood boundary dynasty
(Hermes I, II, III) in Egypt. It is a magnificent architectural masterpiece. The great temple, built by
survived Atlantians and their generation using hamitic aborigines and their surviving architects from
Atlantis is an magnificent. The architectural masterpiece created by survived Atlantians is announced as
a temple of dynastic Pharaoh Seti I. Thus Egyptologists have stolen from the history more then 9000
years. The actual age of the Temple - ~(10,465 ÷ 10,400) B.C. Seti I was a pharaoh of XIX dynasty in
Egypt, who ruled about 1290 ÷ 1279 B.C. Thus, the temple is too rejuvenated by falsifiers of history and
Egyptology.

“Ramess II”…??? —» (Mercurius Ter Maximus) Thrice greatest Hermes
An additional hieroglyph of water is not added in vain beneath the cartouches. We have a clear indication
of the Marine or Civil jet craft which was interrelated to water. Actually three Heqa indicates Jets of the
craft by water.

In the Cartouche of Mercurius Ter maximus is written: His Excellency, Pharaoh of Egypt, Potentate and
Owner of the Lands, Seas and Throne. Majestic God and Supreme Priest (Hermes II), Creator of the
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majestic offerings for the victims of Apocalypse - lots of souls of deads.
Mercurius Ter Maximus, Hermes Trismegistus, Thrice greatest Hermes are the nick names of Enoch
spread in the different cultures.
Mercurius Ter maximus: Cartouche of the genial King, Pharaoh and supreme priest has second
understanding of the famous pre-flood jet craft «Mercury». Heqa (one of the symbols of divine power) –
"divine shepherd of sheeps.". Three Heqa - «Trismegistus» - «Thrice greatest». Thus we can read shortly
his nick name: Mercurius Ter maximus.
Hermes Trismegistus, Thrice greatest Hermes: At the end of the cartouche we can see Hieroglyphs of
Hermes and Three Heqa. Thus we can read shortly his nick names: Hermes Trismegistus, Thrice greatest
Hermes.
Note. My Congratulations for the Egyptologists. Ramesseum became Hermesseum! Builders of the Giza
Complex and other Magnificent Architectural Masterpieces in Egypt are decoded. Mercurius Ter
maximus has lost status of the mythic person and became Real Genial Historical Figure, of the Post-flood
boundary.
Marine or Civil jet craft «Mercury» in Egypt was interrelated to special hieroglyph
. Name a
famous dynastic pharaoh «Menkaure» was interrelated to jet craft «Mercury» as well. During the
reigning of «Menkaure», in Egypt began constructing large water vessels like the "Solar Barge", The
ship ("Solar Barge") is on display to the public in a specially built museum in Egipt. Certainly Pharaoh
«Menkaure» likened himself to great gods (Atlantians), who ruled Egypt for thousands of years. It is not
strange, for the pharaoh had been chosen name, according by dynastic dialect of the word "Mercury".
Large Atlantians’ jet crafts «Mercury» by using hydrofoils were too rapid but not supersonic. They were
moving quickly on the water and from the capital of Atlantis to the delta of the Nile could get in one day.
Capital of Atlantis and pre-flood Planetary Empire is sunken between Santa Maria and Sao Miguel isles
of Azores.
We are going to publish next forbidden histories. Scientific dissidents have many magnificent discoveries
to you. Civil

Cartouches of Pharaoh Hermes I and His Queen ~(10465÷10450)B.C.: In Egypt, we can find other
cartouches that resemble a jet craft. Beneath them is clearly visible jet of gas issuing from the nozzle.:
After Apocalypse (10465B.C.) In Egypt and around the world, no one could build the Atlantians’ jet
crafts - different models of "Mercury". Survived crafts after the deluge have been captured by potentate
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from “Elephant City’ - Delhi. Jet crafts in the water gradually were spoiling by corrosion of salt water.
For thousands of years in Egypt and throughout the world assimilated generation of Atlantis knew real
meaning of word «Mercury». It is not difficult to guess that any jet model Naval and Civil crafts of
"Mercury", the Atlanteans were designed primarily for the rapid movement over the water surface.
P.S. For decades mainstream scientists have the Ostrich position against magnificent discoveries.
They do not want to see beyond the old teaching – “beyond the sand”. Teaching old false is fully
acceptable for the mainstreamers. You can help young generation and many others. Publishing
«Forbidden histories» in the other mass media, you will protect mind of many people from false attack
by mainstreamers.
For decades we have no financial support by government and absolutely ignorance and boycott by
mainstream science.
We are working for mankind to explain truth. Our favorite information about Forbidden True
History and Magnificent Discoveries on Atlantis you can find in the links.
Into English: http://www.cosmogeology.ge/english-page.htm
Into Russian: http://www.cosmogeology.ge/russian-page.htm
K.L. Margiani
Founder New Field of Science Cosmogeology.
The First Expert in the World on Atlantis.
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